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Scavolini's Project SUNLOAD

Natuzzi uses sutastainble materials
as an act of Social responsibility
Santalucia Mobilis's pointers
to Eco Sustainability

Clean energy: Project Sunload
by Scavolini
Sunload, the project inaugurated by
Scavolini in October 2011, is a clear
demonstration of Scavolini’s ever
growing
commitment
towards
protecting and caring for the
environment. The project involved
covering the most part of the
Scavolini production area with
photovoltaic panels to produce green
energy. Thanks to this photovoltaic
system, Scavolini's estimated annual
energy production is about 3,500,000
kWh which guarantees the Company
almost total energy autonomy
(around
80%
of
current
consumption).
This major project also involved the removal and disposal of about 40,000
m² of asbestos cement roofing. The system consists of 30,000 m2 of mixed
panels ("thin film amorphous" and polycrystalline panels) with an installed
power of 3,400 kWp. Thanks to this system, every year Scavolini guarantees
the non-emission of approximately 2,000,000 kg of CO2, which is the
equivalent of 250,000 trees and a diesel oil saving of approximately 800,000
litres. The completion of this project is an important new milestone in the
company’s development towards an increasingly strong focus on
environmental sustainability.

Energy Produced From When The Plant Is Started
28.366.563,5 kWh
Equivalent Trees
1.958.144

Litres Of Oil Avoided
6.182.290,83

CO2 Emissions Avoided
15.062.645,23 Kg

Scavolini kitchens are designed to last. This feature is an advantage, not only for
those who purchase them. It is also evidently advantageous in terms of
environmental impact. This factor is per se one of the most important for
safeguarding the environment since a long-lasting product automatically means
lower environmental impact. Moreover, in order to offer full kitchen functionality
over time, Scavolini is able to supply spare parts from various time periods, in
original or complementary finishes.
.

To manage the kitchen at the end of its lifespan, in its Use and Maintenance
Manuals, Scavolini advises its customers to re-use the product (e.g. in a
holiday home or garage, by donating to a charitable institution or by selling at
a flea market) and — if it is to be disposed of — to separate the components
that can be recycled (wood, glass, aluminium, electrical and electronic
appliances, etc.), thus facilitating differentiated collection. Almost all the
materials used by Scavolini can be recycled (to produce new materials or
energy). After a few simple separation steps (depending on the compositions
and the kitchen model), approximately 75-95% of the materials used can be
recycled. The environmental benefits resulting from the recycling of products
and materials are not limited to the reduction and exploitation of the waste
produced; environmental impact – such as energy saving and lower CO2
emissions - also comes into play. In fact, approximately 1 kWh of energy is
needed to produce 1 kg of recycled aluminium, in comparison with the 13-14
kWh required to produce “virgin” aluminium; recycling therefore offers an
energy saving of 95%.

adopt a beehive. Save the planet
In 2017, the UN designated 20 May World Bee Day. Why that date?
Because it’s the birthday of Anton Janša, who pioneered modern
beekeeping techniques in his native Slovenia in the 18th century and
was the first teacher of apiculture in Vienna.
Santalucia Mobili is taking part in the
day’s events through the “Adotta un alveare
Bio” (Adopt an Organic Beehive) project
promoted by the Iliria Group in partnership
with Friuli-based Azienda Agricola Canais,
which is celebrating 25 years of organic
beekeeping this year. For 14 years, the
owner and expert beekeeper has been
offering the chance to anyone interested to
adopt one or more beehives.
Santalucia Mobili has decided to take part by adopting 10 beehives in
Moruzzo, one of the locations of the apiaries, and has given each of them
a name related to our brands and products.

Environmental sustainability is the path that Santalucia Mobili is committed
to taking, by embracing and implementing more CSR (Corporate Social
Responsibility) schemes and activities. For example, by adopting beehives,
they are contributing to three of the UN’s 2030 Agenda sustainable
development goals, namely goal 11 (Sustainable Cities and Communities),
goal 12 (Responsible Consumption and Production) and goal 15 (Life on
Land). For Santalucia Mobili, this action is a concrete commitment to
support the environment and the ecosystem.

ECO-SUSTAINABILITY
Respecting the environment means protecting people's health.
It is an act of social responsibility that reflects on everything we do. Starting
from our materials - Natuzzi SPA
Pasquale Junior Natuzzi Uses
Sustainable Materials as an Act of Social
Responsibility

Next year, the Italian design house
Natuzzi will celebrate its 60th
anniversary. For the past three
decades,
the
company
has
significantly contributed to the art of
interiors, and has emphasized
thoughtful and comfortable design.
The milestone also highlights the brand’s ongoing dedication to sustainability, its
transition into a lifestyle brand, and the more inclusive meaning of hospitality.
In celebration, Whitewall spoke with Pasquale Junior Natuzzi, the founder’s son
and the chief marketing and communication officer of the brand.
WHITEWALL: Can you tell us about how Natuzzi is dedicated to
sustainability, and using clean and renewable energy to achieve a more
sustainable approach?
PASQUALE JUNIOR NATUZZI: Respect for the environment is the first step toward
protecting everyone’s health. It is an act of social responsibility that is reflected in
everything we do. The five photovoltaic systems in operation at our Santeramo in
Colle headquarters and our manufacturing sites provide a significant percentage
of our energy requirements.

Leather selection and tanning are carried out at our Italian tannery, in
compliance with environmental regulations, among the strictest in the world. We
only use wood from responsibly managed forests and are FSC® certified. All the
materials derived from wood are produced in compliance with regulations on
formaldehyde quantities to ensure total nontoxicity.
For the padding, we use Ecoflex® ecological polyurethane foam, patented and
produced exclusively by Natuzzi in a company-owned factory, without Freon or
other harmful blowing agents.

WW: The brand’s sustainability report revealed a 17,000-ton decrease in
CO2 emissions over five years. Tell us how you are impacted by the
responsibility to be sustainable.
PJN: Combining sustainable development with competitiveness is a challenge
that we continue to embrace in order to contribute to improving quality of life in
the areas where we operate.
For example, we are using an innovative and sustainable coating made from the
skin of the pirarucu river fish, a species that is still the main source of protein for
the people of the Amazon. Disposing of pirarucu skin pollutes more than using it
to make bags, shoes, accessories, and sofas. We only use pirarucu skins that are
traced and monitored. They come from foodfarms and are tanned without the
use of chromium.
.

All these activities are supervised by the Brazilian Institute of Environment
and Renewable Natural Resources (IBAMA). In the last ten years, the number
of pirarucu has increased by 400 percent with positive repercussions on
fishing families and on the entire Amazon ecosystem
WW: In 2016 Natuzzi funded a refugee reception center set up by the
Nobel Peace Prize–winner Betty Williams. How is the brand impacted
by cultural or ethical movements?
PJN: The ceremony to lay the foundation stone of the Peace House was held
on March 24, 2018, and we have finally entered the operational phase of the
initiative in aid of refugees set up by Nobel Prize–winner Betty Williams,
supported by actress and human rights activist Sharon Stone and funded by
Natuzzi. For us, being hospitable is not limited to making homes harmonious
and comfortable, which is something we contribute to every day with our
work and passion. Being hospitable also means getting serious about
defending everyone’s right to have a shelter when they are fleeing war and
hunger. This is the fundamental reason why Natuzzi supports this project.

The project also has a high environmental value: It is a low-cost, high quality
eco-sustainable house. It is built with a wooden structure covered with panels
made of hemp from farms with a circular economy and is also made with raw
earth. It is the first prototype of a completely recyclable passive house.
WW: You’ve previously mentioned that reaching a younger audience is
an important part of your role. How are you doing that now?
PJN: The biggest challenge that I am facing is what I call the “third Natuzzi
revolution”—transforming Natuzzi into a lifestyle brand. Becoming a lifestyle
brand means above all being able to create a bond made up of experiences
and emotions, a bond which, transcending the basic relationship created by a
purchase, becomes a way of sharing common ideas through inspiration.
To achieve this, it is necessary to choose advanced forms of communication
through the use of increasingly inspirational languages: Every communication
opportunity is a fundamental moment for us to celebrate harmony and the
Italian spirit.
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